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The Developing Child and Tarremah’s
Curriculum and Teaching Methods.
After school each Tuesday staff at Tarremah attend the
College meeting. The College is a gathering of all
teachers and interested support and administrative
staff to discuss and learn about Steiner related topics,
philosophical matters associated with our education
and to share and inspire colleagues with our wisdom
and understanding.
At present we are enjoying presentations by teachers in
all classes, giving us a picture of the progression of the
child through developmental phases and the most
appropriate method for teaching the content of the
curriculum. This is proving to be very good professional
development for all teachers and the aides who are
able to attend.
We start this journey with Class 1. (ECC will have to be
caught up at a later date). While this first article is
longer than usual, the following ones should be
contained entirely on the first page.

physical indicators that the child is ready to begin
academic learning. Prior to this the child is said to be
learning to be at home in his or her body and their
surroundings.
Steiner’s indications suggest that these early years are
best left free of academic learning in the sense that we
mostly understand it today as the child’s body is
involved in the important work of growing into an
upright human being in every sense of the word. In the
Kindergarten we see that the child’s educators go to
great lengths to create a wholesome environment with
the calm and steady presence of a loving guardian. They
model behaviours and ways of being conducive to good
health in the moral, emotional and physical sense. As
the child of this age learns largely through imitation this
is seen to be an ideal stage of development to bring
these faculties to the child.
….Continued on page 4

We hope they are as informative for you as they are to
all of us who work with children as they grow and learn.
Wendy Hyland

Class 1
In Steiner or Warldorf Schools Class 1 marks the
entrance of the child to the realm of education and
schooling in a formal sense. Up to this point the child
has (at least in traditional Steiner Education) been in a
completely play based environment where the child’s
Kindergarten Teachers have not been involved in the
delivery of formal classes to the children. This changes
on entering the first year of the primary school.
On entering Class 1 the children become familiar with
and environment in which the teaches delivers content
in the form of lessons and activities which involve a
good deal more structure than the child will have
experienced in years previous. The child entering Class
1 usually turns seven in that year and also experiences
the first change of teeth. This is seen as one of the
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Successful summitting of Kunanyi by Class 7

Class 5

Class students, assisted by Urs and Ella, managed to

Class 5 are in the middle of their Geometry Main

walk from the Cascade Brewery to the top of Kunanyi

Lesson. They are learning to use a compass and are

by just after 1 PM.

discovering how to create many beautiful forms we can

A great day and they were even greater by snow at the
top - hence Garry the snow man appeared, and the

find in the world around us.
Bel

occasional snow skirmish!
The students were reminded that you do need to climb
for a view. And in this case it certainly was worth it!
John

Class 10 Work/College preparation
Class 10 are currently undertaking a Work and College
preparation Main Lesson. Thank you to Sam Platts for
speaking to Class 10 about his work as a surveyor today.
The students were able to use the newest technology in
the field, and learn about the study and career path
that can lead to surveying.
They also recently applied
their maths skills during
the survey Main Lesson
and camp, so Sam's visit
was a great link between
the two Main Lessons!

Current Main Lessons at Tarremah
We now have chalkboard pictures displayed at the front
office.

Class 10 Trigonometry & Surveying Maths

News and Events

This term Class 10 completed their Trigonometry and

Secondary Learning Plan Reviews

Surveying Maths Main Lesson which combined maths

Learning Plan reviews for classes 6 - 10 start on Monday

and outdoor education. We started in the classroom

7th September and continue until Saturday 12th

learning the maths of trigonometry, then progressed

September. This is an excellent opportunity to review

outside to explore the surveying equipment and

the goals set up for your child and set new targets for

techniques needed to create a map of an area. In week

the rest of the year. An email was sent to the relevant

three, we journeyed to Maria Island with a not so great

parents on Thursday 20th August inviting them to sign

forecast! We set up our home and classroom for the

up for a meeting on PTO. This was a very successful

week in the Penitentiary and got to work while the

week last year and I am looking forward to meeting you

weather was fine. By day we surveyed the island, by

all again.

night we made sense of our data and learnt how to
transfer it onto a grid referenced map. One evening we
enjoyed

a

very

entertaining

and

Suzie Thomas
Secondary School Learning Support

informative

presentation from a Parks Ranger focusing on the

2021 Staffing News

Tasmanian Devil Program and a little history of the

Appointment of Class 7 Guardian for 2021

Maria Island National Park.

We are delighted to announce Michelle Hudspeth as
the Class 7 Guardian from 2021.

The forecast for gale force winds on Wednesday forced
all other visitors off the island and so it was us, the

Michelle joined the Tarremah family many years ago

wildlife and the wind for two stormy days. We dressed

when her three children joined the Early Childhood

up in our finest outdoor clothing to protect us from the

years, then more recently joining Maths and Science

wind and rain and tested our gear for our future trip

Faculty. She has found a passion for bringing maths to

along the Overland Track. Some of us got wetter than

students through hands-on and discovery based

others!!

lessons, drawing on her background in forest science,
outdoor education and teaching both primary and high

We climbed Bishop and Clerk and enjoyed trangia

school children.

cooked meals around a massive table in the Mess Hall
in the evenings. Ping Pong and evening games balanced

Resignation of Charlotte Roberts-Clarke

the work of number crunching and created a sense of

It is with much sadness that we inform you that our

communal living.

beloved Charlotte has tendered her resignation to the
School Executive, effective the end of the 2020

Our final task was to bring the results of our fieldwork

Academic Year. Her partner, Dylan, has accepted a job

back to the classroom to create a map. This involved

up the north of Tasmania, and she wishes to support

students working collaboratively to create an artistic

him in this career move.

display

with

the

data

we

had

Charlotte will be sorely missed by all; students, staff and

a

parents because of her love of her subject areas, her

collected.

Still

work in progress,

collegiality and her thoroughness and professionalism.

but it's shaping up

We wish Charlotte and Dylan all the best in their move

to be amazing!

to Ulverstone.

Michelle and Kevin

Matt and John
For the School Executive

Continued from page 1…
Once this groundwork has been established (usually by
the end of Prep) the child is ready to begin Class 1.
Steiner’s indications would postulate that to introduce
academic learning prior to this phase would be to
interfere with the child’s natural growth and hence take
energy away from the body and the development of its
physical organs and take it to soon into the realm of the
head consequently being detrimental to the overall
heath of the child.
So, in Class 1 the journey with the class teacher begins.
The child is introduced to learning in a formal sense
with desks, bookwork, literacy, numeracy music
morning circle, arts, crafts and gardening. The child is
now beginning the process of independent thought,
representational thinking (such as the alphabet and
numbers) but is still very much in a dream like state.
In recognition of this concepts are taught to the child in
imaginative ways so that the child can draw on an
image in its own imagination rather than simply
delivering a dry concept devoid of life. For example
when teaching the letter S the child may hear a story
about the “Rainbow Serpent”. The child may then also
draw the picture of the serpent. The child may also
move its body like the snake, make the sound of the “S”
learn a verse associated with the letter, “She sells sea
shells by the seashore”, it may also make a beeswax
“S”. A similar process may be repeated for the rest of
the alphabet so that in essence we create a living entity
that the child has a relationship to rather than an only
an abstract concept.
The child’s language skills are greatly enhanced by the
verses songs and poetry brought in the morning circle.
These verses and poetry (including verses before
mealtimes), are made up of language movement and
gesture and are representative of some aspect of the
divine creative force existing within each of us and in
the world around us.
That said they are not designed to align the child with a
particular religion but rather to remind them
continually of the beauty and wonder around and
within them, that they are part of a much larger whole,
something greater than each of the individually,
although they will see some aspect of themselves
reflected in the greater whole.
In keeping with the dreamlike state the child is in at this
time singing and music in general is performed in the
whole tone or pentatonic scale. This scale has the sense
of dreaminess suitable for this age group. Rounds and
major and minor scales and musical notation are
usually introduced in Year 3 at about the time of the 9

year old crossing. For the most part in Class 1 singing
and recitation is done in a choral format (usually in
unison).
The class play is an opportunity for the children to
embrace in a living way a relevant theme. For the
current Class 1’s they are learning a seasonal play
marking the passage of time and changing seasons in
ways which been somewhat personified in
characterisations of the elemental forces of earth,
water fire and air as well as the seasons themselves.
In these plays they in a sense become the characters
(i.e. Lady Spring) and embody aspects of the natural
world of which they are a part. The celebration and
recognition of the seasons and natural cycles is a crucial
element to the child’s ability to learn to self regulate.
The more we are connected with our natural selves
through the natural world the greater our capacity to
live a fulfilling grounded existence.
In Class 1 the child is taught the groundwork for the
years to come. The teacher works with the children to
form a socially cohesive group who listen to and care
for each other. The child, it is hoped will develop a
sense of reverence for life in all its forms and be open
to the wonder that is the mystery of the human soul. To
develop a love for learning, not only the learning of
facts, but the learning that comes through the
discovery of the deeper self.
Through this, we can truly hope to send them forth
with Freedom into the world when they finish their
schooling life. To learn that life is not merely a
collection of quantifiable data and abstract information
for us to assess, but that to be alive is to grow and to
relate to ourselves, to those around the Earth and to
the Cosmos. To learn about what one does and wants
to do, but also to learn about who one actually is. In
learning who we truly are, life becomes a more fulfilling
endeavour which although it will not always be easy will
contain a greater depth of meaning.
Andreas Kuepper Class 1 TSS
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